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CHAPTER ELEVEN
HON 315:  
Perspectives on Twentieth-Century  
American Identity
Ken R. Mulliken
University of Illinois-Springfield
At Southern Oregon University, a course designated as HON 315: Perspectives on Twentieth-Century American Identity 
has been developed and offered with a high degree of success for 
several terms. Its pedagogical flexibility, high level of student par-
ticipation, and exceptionally high course-evaluation ratings from 
students indicate that it might serve as a useful model for honors 
programs and colleges as a lower-level honors course in United 
States history or perhaps adapted to other disciplines. The course 
description is as follows:
This course is a study of the development of the United 
States in the twentieth century and early twenty-first cen-
tury, focusing on the evolution of American identity, society, 
and culture. Throughout the term, the course progresses 
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sequentially, examining specific years as focal points for 
comparative analysis. The criteria for selecting particular 
years are subjective, based on the instructor’s choices, but 
not random. The twenty years, designated as focal points, 
represent pivotal moments in larger movements and trends 
involving race, class, and gender; the development of adver-
tising and consumer culture; the emergence and evolution 
of mass popular culture; the onset of major social move-
ments, especially those in pursuit of civil rights, women’s 
rights, and LGBTQIA+ rights; changes in patterns of daily 
living; and the burgeoning role of science and technologi-
cal change in transmitting culture and affecting daily life.
The course learning goals, which align with the honors college 
program learning outcomes and university mission, emphasize oral 
communication, written communication, and information literacy. 
The course is structured to emphasize visual and other learning 
modalities. In this course, students are expected to
1. demonstrate an ability to give persuasive, timed oral 
presentations;
2. demonstrate an ability to work collaboratively with other 
students;
3. demonstrate an ability to write effectively in essay format;
4. demonstrate an ability to analyze critically a variety of infor-
mation from various sources relating to historical figures, 
events, and trends; and
5. demonstrate an ability to evaluate and interpret complex 
information, identify patterns and trends, solve problems, 
and understand interrelationships at the national and global 
levels.
Teachers use rubrics to assess and evaluate the degree of student 
mastery of the learning goals associated with each assignment. (See 
Appendix 1.)
With an enrollment capped at twenty to insure a high degree 
of collaborative learning, the course is pedagogically innovative by 
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incorporating five unique, interactive assignments that are outlined 
below and then discussed in detail:
•	 Photos of Change over Time
•	 Ten Perspectives of Twentieth-Century American Identity 
through Twenty Years
•	 Redirecting the Fire: An Analysis of Billy Joel’s Lyrics
•	 What’s Really Important: An Oral Interview with an 
Octogenarian
•	 Pictionary Test Review
assignment 1:  
photos of change over time
This assignment is given on or near the first day of class. HON 
315 students divide themselves into groups of three students each. 
The instructor makes note of who is in each group and assigns them 
a number. Each group must have at least one mobile phone that can 
take photos and send them by email. The communication must be 
by email and not MMS text. Students break into their groups and 
take twenty minutes to walk around campus, using their mobile 
phones to take photos of “Change over Time” in whatever way the 
students want to define the phrase. If the students request examples, 
the instructor is prepared to provide two or three examples. Each 
group is required to send the instructor two “change over time” 
photos. Any photos received after the first two from each group 
will be ignored by the instructor. In the subject line of the email to 
the instructor, students write (Group) 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, and such. The 
number represents the group number, “A” is the group’s first photo 
submission, and “B” is the group’s second photo submission.
Students return to class within twenty-five minutes. As stu-
dent groups send their photos, the instructor compiles the photos 
into a folder on the computer under their titles (for example, 1A, 
2B). Once all the groups have submitted both their group photos, a 
group member uses the class LCD projector to show the entire class 
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each photo in sequence. The instructor asks each group to explain 
its photos and why they exemplify “change over time.” There can be 
one presenter for the group or one presenter for each photo but not 
a free-for-all cacophony of all group members at once.
The purpose of the presentations is to persuade the class that 
one or both photos are excellent examples of “change over time.” 
They should explain how, why, and in what way(s) the photo(s) 
exemplify “change over time.” On small pieces of paper, each stu-
dent writes his or her name and group number and then votes for 
one photo (outside of his/her own group) that best exemplifies this 
assignment. Students cannot vote for their own group. The instruc-
tor tallies the votes on the board, and the students from the group 
with the most votes each earn five extra credit points.
assignment 2:  
ten perspectives on twentieth-century american  
identity through twenty years
In a spreadsheet, the instructor assigns all students one category 
for each class period that corresponds to a particular year within 
the course’s twenty-year time frame. Events, individuals, patterns, 
and trends are examined through these ten categories:
•	 Business and Economy
•	 Health and Medicine
•	 International
•	 Literature, Art, and Music
•	 Politics and Law
•	 Science and Technology
•	 Society and Culture
•	 Sports and Recreation
•	 Theater, Film, and Television
•	 Other
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Each student presents orally in each category twice, but in different 
years. For example, “Student 1” presents in the category of “Sci-
ence and Technology” for the year 1904 and again for 1968. Based 
on the spreadsheet of years and categories, each student knows in 
advance what he or she is responsible for presenting in class and 
the year to be covered for each class period. Table 1 comprises an 
example of the shared table from which the students organize their 
oral presentations.
The assignment is to pick only one image to represent the 
assigned category in the assigned year. The image can be a pho-
tograph, painting, drawing, poster, advertisement, or cartoon. For 
example, if the class is discussing the year 1919, a student assigned 
to address the “International” category might choose an image from 
the signing of the Treaty of Versailles and discuss its importance 
and ramifications for the United States and Europe. If the class cov-
ers the year 1960, a student responsible for the “Theater, Film, and 
Television” category might choose an image of the first U.S. tele-
vised presidential debate between John Kennedy and Richard Nixon 
and discuss its importance to U.S. politics and popular culture. A 
student assigned with the “Literature, Art, and Music” category for 
1964 might decide to show a picture of the Beatles on the Ed Sul-
livan Show, which ushered in the British Invasion. Students begin 
to see that life does not lend itself succinctly into categories because 
they overlap in profound ways. They also learn the multiple per-
spectives or narratives related to any particular event.
All students must provide the citation (usually a URL) where 
they obtained the photograph, painting, drawing, poster, adver-
tisement, or cartoon image. Students are required to enter into a 
shared Google Sheet the image URL and a brief description of the 
intended topic no later than the Sunday night before that week’s in-
class presentations. Students must work only one week ahead of the 
presentations in the hope that their critical thinking and analytical 
skills will develop as the course evolves, particularly in terms of 
the criteria for choosing what is important. A sample of the shared 
Google Sheet, illustrating just two students in two different years, is 
provided in Figure 1.
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When students arrive at class, the instructor has a PowerPoint 
presentation with all of the submitted images for that year ready 
to project. Every student presents orally in each class period. Each 
student speaks for up to four minutes (timed) about why she or 
he chose that particular image for the assigned category and why 
it is important for members of the class to know about it. Reciting 
a Wikipedia entry is, of course, insufficient. The brief four-minute 
table 1. example of shared table used to organize oral presentations
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 Day 15 Day 16 Day 17 Day 18 Day 19 Day 20
1904 1910 1919 1926 1933 1942 1949 1953 1960 1964 1968 1974 1974 1980 1989 1991 1996 2001 2008 2016
Student 1 S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M
Student 2 S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M
Student 3 H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R
Student 4 H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R
Student 5 S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M
Student 6 S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M
Student 7 LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E
Student 8 LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E
Student 9 B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L
Student 10 B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L
Student 11 P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C
Student 12 P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C
Student 13 S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I
Student 14 S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I
Student 15 I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O
Student 16 I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O
Student 17 O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T
Student 18 O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T
Student 19 TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T
Student 20 TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T
Key: Business and Economy = B&E; Health and Medicine = H&M; International = I; Literature, Art, and Music = 
LA&M; Politics and Law = P&L; Science and Technology = S&T; Society and Culture = S&C; Sports and Recreation = 
S&R; Theater, Film, and Television = TF&T; Other = O
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explanation forces students to concentrate on articulating the 
salient information succinctly, and questions from the instructor 
prompt students to evaluate their sources.
As an example, Figure 2 presents two slides discussed for the 
year 1920. The slide on the left is in the category “Politics and Law,” 
and it illustrates the absence of United States participation in the 
League of Nations. The slide on the right illustrates the “Science 
table 1. example of shared table used to organize oral presentations
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 Day 15 Day 16 Day 17 Day 18 Day 19 Day 20
1904 1910 1919 1926 1933 1942 1949 1953 1960 1964 1968 1974 1974 1980 1989 1991 1996 2001 2008 2016
Student 1 S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M
Student 2 S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M
Student 3 H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R
Student 4 H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R
Student 5 S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M
Student 6 S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M
Student 7 LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E
Student 8 LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E
Student 9 B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L
Student 10 B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L
Student 11 P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C
Student 12 P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C
Student 13 S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I
Student 14 S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I
Student 15 I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O
Student 16 I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O
Student 17 O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T
Student 18 O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T
Student 19 TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T
Student 20 TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T TF&T O I S&C P&L B&E LA&M S&R H&M S&T
Key: Business and Economy = B&E; Health and Medicine = H&M; International = I; Literature, Art, and Music = 
LA&M; Politics and Law = P&L; Science and Technology = S&T; Society and Culture = S&C; Sports and Recreation = 
S&R; Theater, Film, and Television = TF&T; Other = O
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and Technology” category, and it features the introduction of Band-
Aid bandages to American consumers.
By having two students present in the same category for each 
year, patterns and trends can be identified more clearly by the 
students. The instructor occasionally adds comments about the 
figure 1. sample of shared google sheet
1910 1919
Jones Sports and Recreation: Glacier 
National Park was established 
in Montana. <https://www.nps. 
gov/common/uploads/grid_ 
builder/imr/crop16_9/DA3C1 
F02-1DD8-B71B-0BEA9E0 
7D90D38B8.jpg?width=950&q
uality=90&mode=crop>
International: The 
International Labor 
Organization was founded on 
April 11, 1919. <http://www.ilo.
org/dyn/media/images/ 
web/e9844.jpg>
Smith Theater, Film, and Television: 
Alice in Wonderland 
premiered. <http://application.
denofgeek.com/pics/film/list/
alice1910.jpg>
Other: The first official issue 
of the Ashland Daily Tidings 
newspaper was published. 
<http://chroniclingamerica.loc.
gov/lccn/sn96088003/1919-09-
02/ed-1/seq-1.pdf> 
figure 2. example of powerpoint slides
1920 Politics and Law—Wheeler 1920 Science and Technology—Mendenhall
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images, events, or people based on his or her knowledge of the sub-
ject. Sometimes the instructor asks questions to see how much the 
students researched the topic represented by the image. If the stu-
dent is confused or off base, the instructor gently encourages the 
student to research further. Questions and comments are consid-
ered when building the time structure of each class, which is based 
on 110-minute class periods.
As the course progresses, the students start to discuss the cri-
teria by which importance, effect, or impact can be measured or 
quantified. Why do some people, places, and events pop up on 
“Events of the Twentieth Century” lists and others do not? Why 
do Americans exclude other images and stories that are arguably 
equally important?
assignment 3:  
redirecting the fire:  
an analysis of billy joel’s lyrics
Students in this course are asked to analyze iconic artistic 
works in American popular culture that relate to United States his-
tory, such as Norman Rockwell’s Four Freedoms, the Vietnam War 
Memorial, or the lyrics from Billy Joel’s song “We Didn’t Start the 
Fire.” They are asked to explain these works in light of how Ameri-
cans perceive themselves collectively and in terms of the image 
they want to promote to themselves, future generations, and the 
world. For example, students are asked to watch/listen to the Billy 
Joel song “We Didn’t Start the Fire” on <http://www.Youtube.com>. 
The lyrics are provided in the syllabus. Students are asked to pick 
any five years in Joel’s song. It doesn’t matter which five years, and 
the choices do not need to be in a consecutive five-year sequence. 
Students then review carefully the historical figures and events Joel 
has chosen for those five years, familiarizing themselves with each 
event or historical figure mentioned in the song.
Students analyze patterns in the song and what Joel has omitted. 
For example, why does the songwriter focus on boxing and baseball 
but not football, basketball, or hockey? Students note how many 
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historical references Joel makes in each of the course’s ten catego-
ries, excluding the “other” category. They observe which categories 
he focuses on least. Students quantify their answers, and they are 
urged to consider questions such as the following: “Other than lyri-
cal rhyming, why does Joel choose the events and historical figures 
he includes in the song?” “In what ways might Joel’s background 
and education influence what topics he chooses?”
As a part of this assignment, students are asked to count how 
many events or historical figures Joel includes in the five years they 
select. For example, if one were to choose 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 
and 1961, Joel’s song mentions thirty-two events or historical fig-
ures. Students are then required to re-write Joel’s lyrics by replacing 
at least one half of the events or historical figures for the five years 
they chose.
In the above example (1957–1961), a student would need to 
replace at least sixteen historical figures or events. Students are told 
that they need not try to choose replacement historical figures or 
events that rhyme with the other lyrics in the song. For each replace-
ment, students explain why their replacement historical figure or 
event, when compared to what Joel includes originally in his song, 
is more important or equally important to the year in question. 
For example, in 1961 OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries) officially formed. This group would strongly influence, 
if not determine, worldwide oil production rates and consequently 
gasoline prices for decades to follow. This is arguably much more 
important in 1961 than the publication of Robert Heinlein’s sci-
ence-fiction novel Stranger in a Strange Land. The criteria for this 
replacement could include the quantifiable impact on worldwide 
transportation costs and economic development. Students write 
and submit an eight-to-ten-page double-spaced typed reflection 
justifying their changes to Joel’s song, and the assignment’s evalua-
tion is based on a corresponding rubric.
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assignment 4:  
what’s really important:  
an oral interview with an octogenarian
HON 315 requires each student to conduct an oral interview 
with a person who is at least eighty years old, or older, to compare 
and contrast the significant events of personal histories with those 
typically identified as “significant events of the twentieth century.” 
If interviewees discuss the highlights of their lives in terms of mile-
stones (marriage, birth of a child, relocation, military service, death 
of a loved one, or a particular job), students should listen to them 
as they explore those topics. Then, in the student’s reflection, he or 
she should contrast “personal events” and “public events.” People 
naturally discuss more personal turning points in their lives, which 
should prompt students to go beyond the personal and reflect on 
why shared national or international events are relevant in collec-
tive identity or what role they play in forming such identity. If a 
student’s interviewee does not mention shared public events, the 
student should gently prompt the interviewee with a few exam-
ples, such as JFK’s assassination, the Vietnam War, invention of 
the Internet or cell phones, 9/11, or Barak Obama’s election. Then, 
in the student’s reflection, he or she should describe and assess if 
what was identified as important in class mirrors or contradicts 
what the interviewee identified as important in his or her memory. 
Students must cite who they interviewed, where the interview took 
place, and when the interview took place. Although students are 
not issued a list of questions to ask, they are instructed to start the 
interview with a general request such as the following: “Please tell 
me about your life, major historical events you have experienced, 
and what has most impacted you.” Students will record what the 
interviewee has to say, writing down any additional questions asked 
and the responses. Students write and submit a five-to-six-page 
double-spaced typed reflection on the interview, and its evaluation 
is based on a corresponding rubric.
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assignment 5:  
pictionary test review
By the end of the course, students will have collectively reviewed 
400 images and listened to as many corresponding explanations of 
significance. An effective way to refresh the students’ memory of 
course content is by organizing a Pictionary Test Review as an in-
class activity. The following description of the assignment assumes a 
class roster of twenty students and offers guidelines for the activity.
The first step in a Pictionary Test Review is when two “student 
assistants” volunteer or are chosen by the instructor. One keeps 
score and one keeps time. The class is divided into three teams, with 
six students on each team. Each team chooses a name. The team 
names are written on the board by the student assistant keeping 
score. Each team selects a spokesperson to answer for the team. 
Only that person can officially speak for that team.
The instructor proceeds by asking questions regarding selected 
content material presented in the course. The number of questions 
in a session typically ranges from twenty-five to fifty. For example, 
“What two Russian terms were initiatives of Mikhail Gorbachev, 
which were discussed in relation to the collapse of the Soviet Union 
when we covered the year 1991?” Teams must wait until each ques-
tion is completely read before raising their hands. The first team to 
raise a hand and answer correctly gets to draw on the board. The 
spokesperson who answers correctly does not necessarily need to 
be the one who draws. Team members can take turns drawing.
At the instructor’s discretion, students can use their notes or 
mobile devices to locate answers. There is a five-second maximum 
between the time students are called upon and when the correct 
answer must be provided by the spokesperson. If “Team One” cor-
rectly identifies glasnost and perestroika as the two terms that were 
initiatives of Mikhail Gorbachev and discussed in relation to the 
collapse of the Soviet Union when the class covered the year 1991, 
then a member of that team would have the chance to draw a term 
provided by the instructor from a predetermined list. The term 
being drawn does not necessarily connect to the original question 
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asked. In this case, the correct answers would be glasnost and per-
estroika, but the term to be drawn might be Brown vs. Topeka Board 
of Education. This approach solidifies significant terms from the 
course content material for the students, and the intensity of their 
active participation solidifies the concept in the students’ minds.
After each drawing, the students erase the board, and the 
instructor briefly reiterates the historical importance of the term 
that was drawn. If a student does not know the term, the instructor 
can explain it privately, and if the student still does not understand 
or remember, then that student can sit out and not participate in 
that round, allowing another member of his or her team to draw. 
Students have one minute to draw. Time starts when the student 
starts drawing. One of the student assistants keeps track of the time 
during each round. When a team correctly answers a question via 
the team spokesperson, only that team draws. During the minute 
that the student is drawing the term, all members of his or her team 
can answer, but only members of his or her team. There is no pen-
alty for guessing multiple times or for guessing incorrectly.
The instructor and the student assistants serve as the judges, 
and they must hear the answers so students are encouraged to be 
assertive in their answers. At the instructor’s discretion, every third 
play can be an “All Play” in which all teams draw simultaneously. 
Points are earned on all plays both by answering the question cor-
rectly and by correctly guessing the term being drawn. All play 
rounds allow all teams to compete on a relatively equal basis. On 
“All Plays,” all drawers must start drawing at the same time, and 
they draw the same term. They may not speak, use numbers or let-
ters, or act while drawing. Teams engaging in these activities are 
disqualified for that round.
Teams earn points in two ways: by correctly answering an all-
play question or by correctly guessing the drawing. Teams have a 
chance to steal if the drawing team does not correctly guess the 
term in one minute. As soon as the judge announces, “Time is up,” 
other teams may raise their hands with the answer. Only the team 
spokesperson can respond at this time. If teams repeatedly com-
plain, the instructor, who is the ultimate judge, can deduct points. 
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The team with the most points at the end of the questions wins. 
At the instructor’s discretion, the winning team earns extra-credit 
points for the course.
Throughout the semester, the instructor urges the students to 
look for recurring themes, patterns, and trends, asking the students 
to think critically about the following:
•	 What lasting changes are there over time?
•	 What do we share with Americans who lived 100 years ago?
•	 What do we value consistently as a nation?
•	 What constitutes being an American?
•	 What binds Americans together as a nation?
•	 In what ways, if any, are Americans unique from the rest of 
the global community?
•	 What are the commonalities Americans share with other 
members of the global community?
Essay test questions at the end of the term require students to reflect 
on these and similar questions about American identity and change 
over time.
conclusion
HON 315: Perspectives on Twentieth-Century American Iden-
tity has been developed and offered at Southern Oregon University 
with a high degree of success for several terms. It aligns course 
learning outcomes with program learning outcomes, which in turn 
align with university learning outcomes and mission. It is struc-
tured with enough flexibility to allow for instructor preferences. 
The course requires a high degree of active student participation, 
creativity, and innovation, promoting multi-disciplinary analysis 
and critical-thinking skills. Each time it is taught, this course is 
different because of the variety of choices students make in their 
learning trajectory. It illustrates clearly the similarities people 
share, regardless of when they lived or where they were born, and it 
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illustrates simultaneously the diversity of human perspectives and 
experiences. For these reasons, it could serve as a possible model 
for other institutions wanting to develop lower-level, interactive 
honors courses.
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appendix 1
Rubrics
sou honors college hon 315 rubric for oral communication
Factor Expectation Yes No
Suitability The presentation is appropriate 
and well adapted to the specific 
audience.
Duration The presenter(s) met the time limit.
Attire The presenter’s attire is professional 
and appropriate.
Format __ Project  __ Research  __ Performance  __ Recorded  __ Live
Oral
Communication
Beginning 
(0–24 Points)
Developing 
(25–49 Points)
Accomplished 
(50–74 Points)
Exemplary 
(75–100 Points)
Sustained 
Central Focus
Does not com-
municate a clear 
central focus.
Establishes a 
central focus  
but does not 
sustain it.
Develops and 
sustains a cen-
tral focus.
Reflects strong 
sense of purpose 
in establishing 
and sustaining a 
central focus.
Subject 
Knowledge
Influences are 
documented.
Support is 
lacking or not 
effective in 
terms of timeli-
ness, relevance, 
or authority.
Content is 
relevant, but 
support is 
uneven in terms 
of timeliness, 
relevance, or 
authority.
Support is effec-
tive in terms 
of timeliness, 
relevance, 
or authority; 
sources are 
referenced.
Relation-
ships between 
assertions and 
evidence are 
consistently 
clear and of high 
quality; sources 
are cited.
Organizing 
Principles 
Presentation 
is logically 
sequenced and 
organized.
Information is 
not logically 
sequenced; pre-
sentation lacks 
coherence.
Information 
is structured 
but unevenly 
organized.
Information is 
well-structured 
and logically 
sequenced.
Information is 
presented in log-
ical, interesting 
sequence; points 
are presented 
with parallel 
language.
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Language Usage 
Language is 
inclusive and 
appropriate 
to the topic, 
audience, and 
occasion.
Language is 
not clear or 
vivid; words are 
ungrammatical, 
inappropriate, or 
not well adapted 
to audience.
Language is not 
always gram-
matical although 
most words are 
suitably formal.
Language is 
grammatically 
correct and 
suitably formal, 
clear, and vivid.
Language is 
tailored to the 
topic, audience, 
and occasion; 
language is 
elegant and 
persuasive.
Elocution 
Pitch, volume, 
and cadence are 
effective; delivery 
is fluent.
Voice too quiet 
or loud, not well 
paced; words 
mispronounced 
or poorly articu-
lated; many 
hesitations or 
fillers.
Volume 
adequate; pitch 
varied; few 
mispronun-
ciations; pacing 
somewhat inap-
propriate; some 
hesitations or 
fillers.
Voice appropri-
ately pitched; 
good volume; 
delivery well-
paced; no 
mispronun-
ciations; few 
hesitations or 
fillers.
Voice used 
effectively; 
pace, pitch, and 
intensity varied; 
correct pronun-
ciation used; 
pauses used for 
effect.
Nonverbal 
Communication
Body language 
projects con-
fidence and 
credibility.
Limited eye 
contact with 
audience; body 
language is 
ineffective or 
distracting; 
nervousness is 
obvious.
Eye contact 
occasionally 
made; body lan-
guage and facial 
expressions are 
mostly relaxed; 
some nervous-
ness is displayed.
Eye contact is 
generally sus-
tained; body 
language is 
relaxed and con-
fident; gestures 
are effective.
Eye contact 
is sustained; 
body language 
is confident 
and expressive; 
movements are 
fluid.
Visual Aids 
(Score only if 
visual aids are 
incorporated in 
presentation)
Visual aids 
detract from the 
presentation; 
text or images 
are flawed or 
irrelevant.
Visual aids do 
not detract from 
the presenta-
tion or do not 
add value; text 
or images have 
some errors.
Visual aids 
enhance the pre-
sentation; text or 
images have few 
errors.
Visual aids are 
essential to the 
presentation; 
text or images 
contain no 
errors.
Follow-Up 
(If Q&A is 
incorporated in 
presentation)
Answers are 
incomplete or 
misdirected; 
little or no effort 
is made to check 
understanding.
Quality of 
answers is var-
ied; some effort 
is made to check 
understanding.
Answers are 
complete and 
on point; care is 
taken to check 
understanding.
Answers are 
well-structured 
and compre-
hensive; gaps in 
knowledge are 
openly admitted.
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sou honors college hon 315 rubric for written communication
Written 
Communication
Beginning 
(0–24 Points)
Developing 
(25–49 points)
Accomplished 
(50–74 points)
Exemplary 
(75–100 points)
Content 
Development 
and 
Organization 
of Ideas
Content 
demonstrates 
consideration of 
simple ideas that 
are evident in 
some elements 
of work. The 
presentation of 
ideas is mostly 
random. The 
writing is dif-
ficult to follow, 
and there is little 
to no organiza-
tional structure.
Content demon-
strates attention 
to simple ideas 
that are evident 
in the work. 
Organizational 
structure is 
inconsistent. 
Transitions 
between sup-
portive ideas 
and concepts are 
often rough.
Content 
demonstrates 
consideration 
of new ideas 
that are used 
to shape solid 
work. The paper 
is well organized 
and easy to 
follow. There is 
good flow, and 
there are transi-
tions across 
supportive ideas 
and concepts.
Content 
explores com-
plex ideas that 
are used to 
shape compel-
ling work. The 
paper demon-
strates strong 
and purposeful 
organization 
with mean-
ingful, fluid 
transitions that 
enhance flow 
and impact.
Effectiveness of 
Expression 
(Fluency, 
Word Choice, 
Voice, Sentence 
Structure)
Fails to con-
vey idea and 
lacks clarity of 
thought. Writing 
is readable but 
lacks fluency.
Conveys idea 
to readers with 
limited clarity. 
Writing lacks 
fluency.
Conveys idea 
to readers with 
general clarity 
and fluency, but 
there are some 
areas where 
clarity and/or 
fluency could be 
improved.
Conveys idea 
to readers 
with clarity 
and fluency 
consistently 
throughout the 
document.
Standard 
Conventions 
of Grammar, 
Punctuation, 
Mechanics, and 
Spelling
Writer shows 
persistent 
errors in using 
standard 
conventions. 
Errors seriously 
impede reading 
comprehension.
Writer uses 
standard 
conventions 
inconsistently. 
Many errors 
inhibit 
comprehension.
Writer uses 
most standard 
conventions 
effectively. A 
few consistent 
errors.
Writer uses 
standard 
conventions 
(grammar, 
punctuation, 
mechanics, 
spelling) effec-
tively. Nearly 
error free.
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sou honors college hon 315 rubric for critical thinking
Critical 
Thinking
Beginning 
(0–24 Points)
Developing 
(25–49 points)
Accomplished 
(50–74 points)
Exemplary 
(75–100 points)
Sustained 
Central Focus
Writer does not 
communicate 
a clear central 
focus.
Writer some-
what develops 
and sustains 
clear focus.
Writer mostly 
develops and 
sustains a cen-
tral focus.
Writer thor-
oughly develops 
and sustains 
clear central 
focus.
Evidence Writer provides 
little or no evi-
dence to support 
paper’s central 
focus.
Writer provides 
uneven or insuf-
ficient evidence; 
evidence may 
be discon-
nected from 
central focus or 
subjective and 
undocumented.
Writer provides 
evidence to sup-
port the central 
focus; evidence 
is objective/
external with 
little subjec-
tive opinion 
and includes 
citations and 
documentation.
Writer provides 
strong evidence; 
consistently 
utilizes and 
documents 
meaningful, 
objective, exter-
nal evidence to 
support ideas 
and concepts.
Valid 
Inferences 
and Clear 
Conclusion
Writer does not 
attempt to draw 
inferences or use 
logical thought; 
restating a 
central focus is 
not reasoning. 
No conclusion 
drawn.
Writer attempts 
to apply logi-
cal thought to 
produce argu-
ments, but 
inferences may 
be inaccurate 
or fallacious. 
Conclusion 
drawn, but not 
supported.
Writer applies 
logical thought 
to produce argu-
ments, but some 
inferences may 
be invalid; rea-
soning may not 
always be easy 
to follow. Con-
clusion weakly 
supported.
Writer applies 
logical thought 
to produce argu-
ments with valid 
inferences, orga-
nized reasoning, 
and clear con-
clusion. Writer 
accurately 
explains where 
the evidence 
does and does 
not support the 
central focus.
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sou honors college hon 315 rubric for information literacy
Information 
Literacy
Beginning 
(0–24 Points)
Developing 
(25–49 points)
Accomplished 
(50–74 points)
Exemplary 
(75–100 points)
Recognizes the 
Necessity to Cite 
Appropriate 
Sources
Cites very few 
or no discipline-
appropriate 
sources.
Cites a few 
discipline-
appropriate 
sources.
Cites several 
discipline-appro-
priate sources.
Cites many 
discipline-
appropriate 
sources.
Cites Sources 
in a Complete 
and Consistent 
Format
References are 
incomplete and 
inconsistent. 
Not enough 
information 
is provided to 
locate sources.
References 
are somewhat 
complete and 
consistent. Some 
information 
is provided to 
locate sources.
References are 
mostly complete 
and consis-
tent. Enough 
information 
is provided to 
locate most 
sources.
References 
are complete 
and consis-
tent. Enough 
information 
is provided 
to locate all 
sources.
Distinguishes 
Timeliness of 
Sources— 
Current Unless 
of Historical 
Significance
Few or no 
sources pub-
lished within 
an appropri-
ate timeframe 
relevant to the 
subject matter.
Some sources 
published within 
an appropri-
ate timeframe 
relevant to the 
subject matter.
Majority of 
sources pub-
lished within 
an appropri-
ate timeframe 
relevant to the 
subject matter.
All sources 
published within 
an appropri-
ate timeframe 
relevant to the 
subject matter.
Chooses Sources 
Relevant to 
Subject Matter
Sources unre-
lated to research 
topic.
Sources some-
what related to 
research topic.
Sources mostly 
related to 
research topic.
Sources directly 
related to 
research topic.
Incorporates 
High-Quality, 
Discipline-
Appropriate or 
Peer-Reviewed 
Sources
Little or no 
information 
from discipline 
appropriate or 
peer-reviewed 
sources. Sources 
are superficial or 
weak.
Some discipline 
appropriate or 
peer-reviewed 
sources some-
what aligned to 
research topic.
Many discipline 
appropriate or 
peer-reviewed 
sources gener-
ally aligned to 
research topic.
Most or all 
discipline 
appropriate or 
peer-reviewed 
sources closely 
aligned to 
research topic.
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Integrates 
a Range of 
Sources—
Books, Articles, 
Government 
Documents, 
Websites—
Appropriate for 
Subject Matter
Unbalanced 
sources relying 
primarily on a 
single work or 
author.
Somewhat 
balanced and 
varied sources 
relying on a few 
different works 
and authors.
Mostly balanced 
and varied 
sources relying 
on several dif-
ferent works and 
authors.
Well-balanced 
and varied 
sources relying 
on multiple dif-
ferent works and 
authors.

